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0. Introduction and notation 
A simple point random measure p on IR, 
papers all of which cannot be mentioned 
them. It is defined by 
a0 
A% dt) = c ET,(o) dt 
PI=1 
is a well-known object, studied in many 
without inadvertently forgetting some of 
where ET, is the Dirac measure charging the random point T, and T, Z T, for n # m 
a.s. Since IR, is ordered, it is possible to suppose that the random sequence {T,, n E N} 
is almost surely strictly increasing. We then introduce an increasing family of 
cr-algebras (called a filtration): {St, t E R,} which can 42 the minimal filtration such 
that each T, is a stopping time with respect to it or a larger filtration. We associate 
to the random measure p its one-parameter counting process N = {N,, t E Iw+} which 
is defined for each o E C2 and t E R, by the following equality: 
Nt(o) = p(m, 10, t)\ ’ 7 ~{T”(u+t}, 
“G 
and the filtration (S,, t E 64,) is the filtration generated by the proce;?6s .!Vor a larger 
one. 
*Work done during two reciprocal visits. 
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In the case where the random measure is defined on the first quadrant of the 
plane I#_, or on any partially ordered wet, the situation becomes complicated ue 
to the lack of the property of total order. Indeed, let p be a simple point random 
measure on R:; then it can be written as a denumerable sum of Dirac measures on 
random points: 
but we cannot suppose that the random sequence of the points {Zig i E I} is totally 
ordered with Tespect tothe partial-order on fR: induced by the Cartesian coordinates. 
The Poisson process on the plane is a good illustration of this fact, in which we 
cannot define a non-trivial and satisfactory filtration such that every point 2’ is a 
stopping point (see for example the works on the Poisson process of Yor [24], 
Mazziotto and Szpirglas [151 and Merzbach and Nualart 516,171). The counting 
process associated with the random measure p is the two-parameter p ocess N = 
{N,, 7 E iw:} defined for each o E a and z E IRt by the equality: 
where R, is the rectangle of the points smaller or equal to z: [(O, 0), z]. This process 
generates a natural filtration, well adapted for the study of martingale properties 
for point processes, as it was done in the cited papers, but in general the points 
{zi) are not stopping points with respect o this filtration. Instead of these points, 
a network of random lines parallel to the axis can be considered which charge the 
jumps of the process N and verify a satisfactory property of measurability with 
respect to the filtration (these lines will be called stopping lines). As it was pointed 
out in Merzbach and Nualart [16], it is possible to choose in this network, an 
increasing sequence of such stopping lines describing the sequence of stopping 
points {Zi}. Another approach, developed in Brown [4], Brown, Ivanoff and Weber 
[S], and in Merzbach and Nualart [l7] is to well order the points of the random 
measure with respect to an order induced by one of the Cartesian coordinates, and 
to study them as a marked point process on R, x R, . It is clear that this method 
can be applied only when the parameter set possesses a simple product structure 
as I#_, or more generally W$ (d > 2). 
Another martingale-type approach, due originally to Papangelou [21], and exten- 
sively studied by Kallenberg, introduces the notion of conditional intensity. 
However, in this approach, the partial-order structure does not intervene, and 
therefore we shall not deal with it. 
Besides the Poisson process, tl- IG only situation of point process on the plane 
which was studied from the dynamical point of view is the other extreme one: the 
process which possesses exactly one jump, i.e. ~(a, dz) = EZ&dz). This case was 
studied extensively by Al -I-Iussaini and Elliott (see for example their last paper [11) 
and in Mazziotto and Szpirglas [ 15]. In this work the smallest filtration, such that 
the point Z is a stopping point, is constructed; and then results of projections and 
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representation of martingales are obtained following the classical approach. Here, 
we extend this method for general point processes indexed by a very general 
partially-ordered parameter set. 
Let E be a partially-order set, and consider a simple random measure p on 
E: p(dz) =CiEI Ez,(dz), defined on a probability space (Ilit, 9, P), where each Zi is 
a random variable on E and Zi # Zj for i #j (or Es = E u {S j, where S is an isolated 
point) (for simplicity, we omit the o in all the formulas). There is, a priori, no 
reason to suppose that the sequence {Zij can be totally ordered. However, the main 
idea in this paper, which was inspired by the remark in [ 163 for the Poisson process, 
is that the measure p can be described by another point random measure 6 defined 
on a richer space E, &(dz^)=&,; Ezj(di), such that the sequence {Zjj is totally 
ordered. We show, then, that the classical approach to point processes (see for 
example Jacod [lo]) can be applied for sequences of totally ordered points, permit- 
ting to extend the results of Mazziotto and Szpirglas [15]. The last step is the 
interpretation on E of the results from l!?. The same method could be applied to 
general marked or multivariate point processes, but for the sake of simplicity, we 
do not deal with them. 
In all the following, we suppose that the parameter set E is a directed set: it 
possesses a partial order denoted G satisfying Vz’, Z”E E, 32 E E such that z’s 
z and Z” G z. Moreover, we suppose that E is a locally compact HausdorfI space 
with a countable base which is compatible with the partial-order (and therefore, E 
is separable from above, as defined by Kurtz [ 131). More precisely, E will be called 
a topological lattice if for all z’, Z”E E, there exist two unique points z’ A Z” and 
z’v z’ in E such that 
(z s z’j n (2 s 2”) = {z s z’ A z”), {Z’dZjn{z”~zj={z’v Z’GZ), 
and the applications (z’, z’) + z’ A z’ and (z’, z”) + z’ v z” are continuous from EZ 
into E. 
Denote by Ea - EU{mj the Alexandrov compactification of E. We suppose also 
that E has a first element denoted 0, and that 00 is the last element of E,. Let z’, 
Z”E E,; an interval [z’, z”] is the set {z E E: Z’S z G z”), and denote QZ = 
cl({z’: z s z’j’) n {zj = cl([z, 003’) u {zj. 
As noted by Kurtz [ 131, the intervals [z’, z”] are closed Bore1 sets. Clearly for all 
z E E, we have R, c Qz (this inclusion is strict unless the order is total). We have 
also Z’E QZ + R,# c Qz and we can define a strengthening << of the partial order by 
the following: 
z<< z’ if! zsz’ and Z’E Qz. 
If H ia a nonempty subset of E, we denote by QH the closed set QH = nZE H QZ. 
This set is also nonempty (0~ QH). The debut of the set N is defined to be the 
border of the complement of w and denoted by .Thatis+%+IzEQ~ and 
z a z'*z? QH* When QH = E, we define DH - - 00. A set of this form is called a set 
of separation in Ea. That is, S is a set of separation if S =z Qs n cl( 0:). 
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A point z belonging to D,, is said to be exposed if and only if z is the minimal 
element of any increasing family of elements of QH which contains Z. We denote 
by & the subset of D,, of all its exposed points. & is also the set of the minimal 
elements of DH. 
The partial order in Es can be simply extended to a partial order between sets 
of separation of Es. l We write S1 s S2 iff Qs, c Qs, and Sl e S2 iff S1 s S2 and Qs, n 
cl( Q”s,) = 0. Also, if z is a point and S a set of separation, we write z s S iff R, c Qs, 
S s z iff Qs c Qz and the same for << if the inclusion is strict. (Warning: this is not 
a partial order.) 
We suppose that the complete probability space (a, 9, IP) is equipped with a 
family of a sub-o-algebras of 97, indexed by Es : { &, z E Es}. This family is supposed 
to be a filtration, i.e. satisfies the following properties: 
1. Growth: z s 2% & c & and 9&, = 5 
2. Completeness: For all z, the P-evanescent sets of 9 belong to sz. 
3. Kight-countinuity: For all z, sz = &z~,ziFz~~z~. 
A random variable Z : d2 + Es is called a stopping point if for all z E E,, (2 5 z} E gz 
and then the a-algebra of the events known before 2 is defined by: 9” = 
{FEN: F~{Z~Z}E~~,WZEE}. 
A random set S = S( l ) is called a stopping separation if for all o, S(W) is a set 
of separation and for all z E E,, {S G z} E &. 
We suppose that all the processes X = {Xz, z E E} are measurable on the product 
space (E x f2, 8N3 9), where 8 is the Bore1 a-algebra on E; X is called a martingale 
if for all z s z’ in E, E (XJ&) = X, a.s., and X, is &-measurable (adapted). In 
[ 133, Kurtz proved an optional sampling theorem for a wide class of martingales if 
the parameter set E is also separable from above. Other results were obtained by 
‘iiiashbum and Willsky 1231 and by Hurzeler [a]. In the product space E6 x0, 
different kinds of a-algebras of predictable sets can be defined as follows: 9 will 
be the a-algebra generated by the sets (z, z’] x F where FE & and (2, z’] = 
(6: z e 6 s 2’). In [S], Hurzeler defines the a-algebra of predictable sets in a not 
very different way and by using the technique of the Mobiusinversion, stochastic 
measures on the predictable sets can be introduced associated with processes, where 
E satisfies some mild regularity conditions. These measures permit he construction 
of the stochastic ntegral, and the study cf other kY-1 I 1~3 of martingales. For example, 
a process is called a weak martingale if it is adapted and its stochastic measure 
vanishes on the predictable sets. 
1. e extension of the parameter set 
Let C(E) be the set of all the closed sets of E. It is known (see for example Matheron 
1141) that it can be provided by a topology such that C(E) is a compact Hausdorff 
and separable space. enote by & the subset of C(E) constituted by the sets QH, 
with H c E. 
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Lemma 1.1. I!? is closed in C(E). 
Proof. Let {Q’, n E N}.be a sequence in i converging to Q in C(E). In order to 
prove that Q E 6, we have to verify the following two properties: 
(i) VZE Q: I’<( z =+ Z’E Q 
(ii) V&&A, 3z~Q: Z=S& 
Let us begin with the first o d let z E Q be fixed. Following Matheron [ 14, 
Theorem 1.2.21, convergence in C(E) implies the existence of a sequence {z,}~=~ 
such that Vn, z,, E Q” and lim, z,, = z in E. Let Z’K z; since the interval [z’, 00) is a 
neighborhood ofz, then z, E [z’, 00) for each n (except, at nnost, for a finite number), 
therefore z’ I= z, and z’ E Q”. Using a second time the convergence riterion in C( E ), 
we can conclude that Z’E Q. 
Verify now the second property. Let 6 It Q. Since Q is closed, 6 has a neighborhood 
which is disjoint of Q. Therefore, as before 6 E Q”. Q” E 8 then there exists z, E Q” 
such that z n G&. Choosing a convergent sequence of points in the convergent 
sequence of closed sets Q” n Rs, we obtain a point z E Q n Rs. q 
We can conclude from this !emma that the induced topology of C(E) on i is 
still compact EEausdoti and separable. 
0n &, we introduce the following natural partial order: Q s Q’ iff Q c Q’ in E. 
The smallest element of 6 is (0) and the biggest is Z?. Clearly, we define: 
QAQ’=QnQ’ and QvQ’=QuQ’. 
In order that g will be a topological lattice, we have to verify that these operations 
are continuous. Following Matheron [14, Corollary 1.2.13, the application (Q, Q’) + 
Q u Q’ is continuous in C(E). For the other one, we need the following result: 
Lemma 1.2. The application (Q, Q’) + Q n Q’ dejined on fi x fi + k is continuous. 
Proof. Consider a sequence {(Q,,, QL), n E N} in the product space converging to 
(Q, Q’). Here too, we shall use the tractable convergence theorem of Matheron [14, 
Theorem 1.2.21. Let z E Q n Q’, there exist two sequences {z,)}~=, in Q” and {z~}~=~ 
in QL such that z = lim, z, = lim, a:. The space E being a topological lattice, the 
sequence {zn A z;}:=~ converges also to z. Moreover, for each n E N, we have 
and 
Therefore z,, A zb E Qc n Q:! and we obtain a se ence {zn A zXE.=, in 
verging to an arbitrary point z in Q n Q’. The second condition of the convergence 
criterion holds, in the same manner. 0 
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We see that the space g possesses similar properties as the space E. The last step 
is to adjoint to 2 an isolated point S (called also an infinite point). The space 
& = E u (6) possesses similar properties as the space Es. Let Ed be a denumerable 
dense subset of E and then denote by & the subset of k constituted by the sets 
Q,, where H is a finite subset of Ed. Therefore & is a denumerable dense subset 
of E. 
Proposition 1.3. Es is isomorphic to a subset of & and therefore can be identified to 
a subset of &. 
Proof. To each z E E, we associate the set QZ belonging to fi. Following the construc- 
tion of & this application keeps the topological lattice structure. q 
Remarks. (1) Notice that, with this identification, E is not a sub-lattice of E. Indeed, 
VZ, Z’E E, QzAz’= Qz A Qz*, but in general, QZvZt # QZ v Q+ 
(2) Another simple and natural extension of E could be obtained, taking the sets 
R, instead of the sets QZ, as it was studied by Kurtz [Ii] in the case E = W”,. In 
fact, this extension is analogous to the preceding one if we exchange the roles of 
the minimal element 0and the maximal element 00, and reverse the partial ordering. 
However, we prefer here the sets QZ, because this approach can be translated easily 
to infinite graphs (see [6]). 
The filtration {!9=, z E E6} can be parameterized by the extension & in the 
following way: VQ E &, 9; is defined to be the right-continuous modification of 
nrES & where S is the set of separation associated with the set Q. Clearly, we 
obtain: 9,^ = 9& = &. Conversely, if a filtration { 96, Q E &}, indexed by & is 
given, it can be restricted to a filtration restricted to E8 by the following: Vz E E,, 
Sz = 9&. Let S be a random set of separation i  Ea. Then S is a stopping separation 
with respect to { &} if and only if Qs is a stopping point in & with respect to { 9;). 
Return to the simple random sequence p on Es: p(dz) =CjE, Ezi(dz), where Zi 
is a random variable in Es ; there is no reason to suppose that the sequencl; {Z”, i E I} 
can be ordered. However, th e aim of the following is to extend the simple random 
mcazure p on the extension &, in such a manner that the “jump points” in & will 
be totally ordered. In any case, even in the R: case9 it is not necessary to suppose 
that p have sample paths without multiple points on horizontal or vertical ines. 
Let US note that there exist different ways in order to construct point random 
measures on very general spaces. The Poisson measures are a good illustration of 
these point random measures. 
Define, by induction, the following random subsets of EA: 
4 = OCZ,+ 11 and 4 = d,z,sj, ,I; 
Q = Dlz,.z,cu;~:t~,.ic 11 and 4-t = d,~,,,,~;‘:; it,,ic rp 
It is worthwhile to notice that the above classification ofthe elements ofthe countable 
set (4 : i E I} relies on methods used in graph theory. Indeed one can enumerate 
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all the pcints of a tree by taking the minimal elements of every maximal chain 
contained in the tree, and then by repeating the operation as above (see Dalang [6] 
for an application within the framework of two-parameter p ocesses and graph 
theory). 
Another interesting construction is as follows. 
Let 0; = D1, and 
where {Zi”-“}i are the minimal and the jump points of Dn+ The sequence 
(0,) n E N} (resp. {D:, n E N}) is an increasing sequence ofrandom sets of separation, 
and, denoting Q” = 00, (resp. QL = Q&, we obtain that { Qn, n E NJ} (resp. {QL, n E 
N}) is an increasing sequence of random variables in &. Note that, in each D,,, the 
minimal points, with respect o the partial order of Et are contained in the set of 
the {Zi, i E I}. These minimal points are also called the exposed points of the set of 
separation. 
Figures 1 and 2 are an illustration of the construction of 0, and DL in the case 
E = Iw:, with eight jump points. 
Now, two simple random measures h and fi’ can be defined on & : 
&(dz^) = z eo,(dZ), and &‘(dz^) = i E&d;). 
?l=l n=l 
In the following, we suppose that the minimal point 0 is always charged by p; in 
other words, 2, = 0 and Do = (0) a.s. 
Following the construction of & and of the filtration {Sb}, we obtain the result: 
Theorem 1.4. TIaere xists a correspondence between the simple random measure $
ant;’ the simple random measure p; and the simple random measure $’ on I!$ is an 
extension of the simple random measure p on & which are totally ordered (that is, 
the charged points of @, and resp. &’ are totally ordered ). Moreover, if (Zi, i E I) are 
stopping points then ( Dn ) n E N] (resp. (Da, n E N}) are stopping separations; and if 
there xists afiltration (F) on & such that {Q,,, n E N) (resp. { Qk, n E N}) are stopping 
points, then there xists a filtration { &} such that {D,,, n E N} (resp. { DL, n E IV}) are 
stopping separations. 
Example. Assume that E is the set R: endowed with the classical partial order 
induced by the Cartesian coordinates, and Ict be given a denumerable family of 
random variables with values in the one-point compactification E8 = rW: u {oo), say 
{Zi; iE I}. 
To the first representation f {Zi; i E I}, one can associate the two-parameter 
process A = {A, ; z E 08:) defined as follows: 
The process A is increasing with respect o the order relation on IR:. 
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Given a two-parameter filtration (& ; z E IFt:), the process A is said to be Sm 
adapted if and only if, for every z E R:, A, is measurable with respect to 9.. It is 
clear that A is S-adapted if and only if (0, ; n E N} are stopping separations (also 
called stopping lines) with respect o ( SZ ; z E W:). . 
The variation of the process A M a given point z = (s, t) is defined by (see 193) 
provided the above limits exist. 
It can be easily checked that the process A admits a variation process AA, and 
that AA differs from zero only on the vertices of the sto, ping lines O,, where it 
equals 1 at the exposed points, and -1 at the non-exposed vertices. Therefore, the 
process A determines unambiguously the family {Zi ; i E I}. 
Another interesting property of the process A is that A has a.s. finite variations, 
and that it can be decomposed into the difference of two adapted increasing processes 
with positive variations, say A+ and A- such that 
A,=A;-A; 
with AA: =O if z#Zi WiE I, and AAsi=l, We I. 
The process which is normally associated with the second representation of
(Zi ; i E I} is defined as follows 
Vz E rw”,: B, = iF1 l{~~-_~) and & = a~. 
Then, the separation lines (or stopping lines) { 0:; n E N} also verify 
It is clear that B is adapted to a given two-paraeter filtration 9 if and only if the 
0; are stopping lines with respect to 5 
It can be easily checked that B is increasing with positive variations, and that 
AB is zero everywhere except on the points 2:s where it takes the value + 1. Therefore 
the process B is exactly the process A+ defined above. 
Proposition 1.5. The smallest jiltration 9 (satisfying the usual P-completeness and 
right-continuity conditions of 1193) such that the process A is adapted (i.e. generated 
by A) is the same as the one generated by B. 
Proof. Assume that A is adapted with respect o 9, then the process B = A+ is 
also S-adapted, then the set {z: AB, = 1) is progressively measurable (this needs 
that 9 satisfies the conditions quoted in the prop ion). Therefore the line I is 
a stopping line, and the subset d, of its ex points is also progressively 
measurable (as was proved for example by P.A. Meyer [19]). Then we proceed 
inductively: the set {AB = l}\d, is progressively measurable: its debut 02 is a 
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stopping line, and so on. It follows that the process 
4 = C I+D,) 
n 
is adapted. 
It follows from this proposition that the minimal filtration generated 
{Q”} is the same as the minimal filtration generated by the sets {QL}. 
by the sets 
2. Totally-ordered simple random measures 
On the set E, let us consider the random measure cL(W dz) =CiEl eZi(IO)(dZ), where 
I is a countable set, Zi is a random variable in Es iE I and &=(dz) is the Dirac 
measure in Es which charges the point 2 with the unit mass (or more generally 
with a random mass). 
We do not assume yet that the sequence {Zi(w): ie I} is totally ordered on E,, 
for each o E 0. 
We are interested in the smallest filtration {P”, z E Ea} which contains an initial 
given a-algebra 9$ and such that each Zi is a stopping point. Our construction 
follows the Jacod const.ruction [lo] from the case E = lR+. Denote by 3(J) the 
a-algebra generated by So and the random variables {Z”, i E J} where J is any subset 
of I, and we suppose that all the P-null sets belong to So. 
Proposition 2.1. The smallestfjltration (&, z E E,} such that the points (Zi, i E I} are 
stopping points is characterized by the following property: For all z E Es, a set A belongs 
to SZ if and only if VJ c I, 3A(J) E 9?(J), such that 
An n {qSz)C=A(J)nn {qszy. 
j&J jlEJ 
Proof. For every z E Es, denote by S: the family of sets A which verify the property 
of the proposition. We have to show that {S:, z E Es} is a filtration, is contained in 
{ Sz, z E E,}, and that the random variables {Zi, i E I} are stopping points with respect 
to { 9:, z E E,). It is clear that 9: is a o-algebra nd contains So. Let us verify that 
{ 9:, z E E&} is increasing. Let z s Z’ in Es, and A E 9:. We have {Zi s z’}‘c (Zi 5 z}‘. 
Therefore 
Thus A E @if, and (3:) is increasing. The proof of the right-continuity is as follows: 
Let A E g:# for all Z’E E0 n Qz n [a; 001 where E0 is a countable dense subset of E. 
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Then, for every J c I, there exists a set A(J)(Y) E S(J) such that 
/ 
An n {Zjs 2’)’ 
t j6Z.l ) 
=A(J)(z’)n (f-$4~d)‘). 
Since E is separable from above, for every j E .I, we have 
u (5 s z’)C = {zj s z)c, and therefore: An n (2 -C z}’ 
Z’E E() (j&J j‘ > 
z<< Z’ 
= A TV 
( 
(7 !J {Zj s 2’)’ 
j&J z’~Eo 
) =( u A(J)(++ {q-F). 
Z’E E,, jtSJ 
z<c z’ z-x z’ 
This relation shows that Ae S:, in other words: 
9: = n sip, which proves the right-continuity. 
Z’E . 
z<< z’ 
To finish the proof of the proposition, we verify that each Zi is a stopping point 
with respect o the filtration {g:, z E Ea}. Let z E Es and let us show that (2’~ z} E g:. 
For any .I c I, we can Jvrite 
{zisz)n (fi{~~~Ic)=a(J)n (~(z,~z}c) 
where A(3) =g if iti J and A(J) = {Zi s Z} E 99(J) if i E J. Therefore {Zi s Z} E 9: 
and 9: = Pz since {sz} was the smallest filtration such that {zi) are stopping 
points. Cl 
The above proposition gave a characterization for the filtration {Fz} but not a 
general form of its elements as it was done in the classical case E = R+, In order 
to obtain more precise results (see for example Jacod [lo, Proposition 3.39]), we 
need a supplementary assumption on the family {Zig i E I}. 
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that the family {Zi, i E I} can be arranged to a totally ordered 
increasing sequence {Z,,, n E IN}, or more generally, suppose that there exists an increas- 
ing sequence of subsets {Jn, n E @} of I such that I = UnEN J,, = J,, Jo =g and, for 
every 2 E E, . 
then for every z E E, egery set A E Sz can be written us 
A=;+j[A.n (j~,G-Y) n 
where A,GS 9$ = g(g) and 
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Proof. Neglecting a P-evanescent set, let us suppose that 
Thus, for A E Sz and following Proposition 2.1, we have 
In particular, if (2”) n E N) is totally ordered and increasing, we have 
We then obtain the representation 
= 5 A,n{Z,~z}n{Z,,1~z)‘u[A,n{~~~2)]u[Aon{~~~z}l 
?I=1 
whereAo~~o,andA,~(Vj’~ra(Zi))vS?oifn~l. 0 
Remark We have also: S& = $({ 1, . . . , n}) = (Vjn=1 o(Zj)) v So. 
From now on, we consider a random simple measure p(dz) = CncN EZ,(dz), where 
the sequence {Zn, n E IN} is a.s. increasing, with limit 2, in Es and the filtration 
(F,, z E Ea} is the smallest filtration such that {Zn} are stopping points. 
Lemma 2.3. A process X = {XL, z E Ea} is predictable if and only if there exists for 
each n, a process X” = {X,“, z E Es} which is %({l, . . . , n}) = (VJLl a(zj)) v 
9a-measurable such that 
roof. It follows exactly the proof of Jacod [lo, Section 3.391, using the fact that 
if 2 s 2’ are two stopping points and FE S.., then the product set F x (2, 2’1 is 
predictable. This holds by the right-continuity of the filtration and the property of 
separable from above of the index set E. q 
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This simple result gives a key in order to define the predictable projection and 
the dual predictable projection in a more general setting than it was defined in the 
two-parameter case in [ 181, and as an extension of the work of Jacod [lo]. 
Definitions. (1) Let X = {XZ, z E E6} be an integrable and measurable process. Its 
predictable projection X “I = {X t, z E Es) is defined to be the process 
(2) Let v be a random measure. Its dual predictable projection ‘% is defined to 
be a predictable random measure such that for every k -edictable and bounded 
process X, 
E [ 1 X,u(dr)] = E[X,“v(dz),. 
Remarks. (1) In order to get a precise definition of the predictable projection, we 
have to choose good versions for each conditional expectation process E [X, 1 Szn]. 
Here it is not essential since the only use of the predictable projection of a process 
is in spite of the definition of the dual predictable projection. 
(2) Every random measure v defined on 0 x ES can be decomposed as a sum of 
random measures v” such that 
The random measure v is called predictable if, in this decomposition, for every n, 
v” is a random measure which is S&measurable. Therefore, it is clear that v is 
predictable if and only if for every measurable and bounded process X, 
E [(X,Y(dz)]=E [[X,‘%(dz)]. 
(3) It is also clear that if the dual predictable 
unique: If 5 and ?“v verify the properties of 
“‘v(dz)} = 1. 
We can now state the nAn result of this sec;Son, 
as the classical case (see [lo, Proposition 3.413). 
projection of v exists, then it is 
the definition, then P(“v(dz) = 
and its proof now follows exactly 
Theorem Let p be the simple random measure &dz) =CTzo E=,,(dz) where 
{Z,,, n E N} is’an increasing sequence of random pckts in E,, with limit .Zp and Z,-, = 0. 
Let (&, z E Es) be the smallest filtration such that (Z,,) are stopping points, and denote 
by vn a regular version of the conditional aw of Zn+l with respect o S,,r,, which is : 
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charged by (zn, 001. Then the dual predictable projection of p exists and is defined to 
be the random measure 
m/4dz) = : (v,Adz)l(l- ~(1% 2)))) l hcz)n{z,,+,<z~ 
n=O 
Cordhy 2.5. If X is a predictable and bounded process and z < zf in Es then 
r 
E 
[J 
X,(06) -*OS)) 19. 
(&I I 
= 0. 
Writing X*(p - “cc) = {JR, X&(dE) - =p(de)), z E E& t5is result means that the 
process X*(JL - “cl) is a weak martingale. 
Remark. In general, the dual predictable projection does not determine uniquely 
the distribution of p. A further study of a special case can be found in [9]. 
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